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Abstract
A method-mix for intercultural user interface design (IUID) is explained and
exemplified by application examples based on a hybrid approach covering
cultural contexts in human-computer interaction (HCI) design using a model
of culturally influenced HCI. Cultural influence on HCI is described using
cultural variables for user interface design. Assumptions and empirical results
regarding the influence of culture on HCI, considering the path of the information processing and the interaction style between Chinese and German
users are explained based on cultural models. Subsequent indicators represent
the relationship between culture and HCI (culturally imprinted by the user).
Correlations adopted theoretically between cultural dimensions and variables
for HCI design were investigated. These correlations represent relevant constituents of a model for culturally influenced HCI. Considerations applying
this model and evidence for the proper application of the IUID method-mix
are presented elucidating why and how cultural aspects play a role in HCI design and usability/UX engineering. The IUID method-mix serves to inspire
HCI engineers in the requirement analysis phase as well as HCI designers in
the design phase. The readers are thereby sensitized to the challenges of intercultural usability/UX engineering and intercultural HCI design and will be
equipped with methodological knowledge relevant to the derivation of design
recommendations for user interface design for and in their desired cultural
contexts. Finally, implications for practitioners are shown, including HCI
style scores and practical design recommendations, to prognosticate the effort
and the expenditures for considering the cultural context in IUID.
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1. Introduction and Related Work
Intercultural user interface design (IUID) is a prerequisite for improving the intercultural usability of software, which in turn is a prerequisite for global sales
opportunities [1]. Using methods of intercultural usability engineering (IUE),
further design guidelines can be iteratively derived from the results of the tests
and the feedback of potential users from all over the world for IUID [2]. Hence,
the perception and consideration of the customs and requirements of other cultures by the developers of intercultural user interfaces are one of the main tasks
within IUID [3]. There are several papers in the literature review concerning the
usage of information systems in their cultural context. Two of the first books regarding internationalization of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) are “Designing User Interfaces for International Use” by [4] and “International User
Interfaces” by [5]. Another very good introduction to the study of cross-cultural
of HCI is [6], which reviewed the research methodology, the technology transfer
and the diffusion of innovation to shed light on the cross-cultural study of human-computer interaction. Another overview of culture and its effects on HCI is
given by [7]. There is also activity investigating the trends in intercultural HCI
(cf. [8]). [9] did a review of culture in information systems research to postulate
a shift to a theory of information technology for cultural conflict. [10] illuminated the relationship between culture and computers by a review of the concept
of culture and the implications for intercultural collaborative online learning.
[11] provided an overview of a decade of journal publications about culture and
HCI. [12] provided an overview of the state of research in IUID. There are several groups of IUID researchers concentrating on special topics. For instance,
[13] developed a semiotic based approach for IUID. [14] investigates cultural
centered design in general. [2] [15] and [16] work in the area of IUID. [17] investigated indigenous HCI and [18] intercultural usability testing. Before 1990,
there were almost no publications available that would relate the concepts “culture” and “HCI” one another. Pioneers working between 1990-1999 and from
2005-2010 evaluated the new field systematically. Since 2010 strongly driving research in this field has risen. However, even if since 2000 and especially since
2010, the research and literature accounting for cultural contexts in
human-computer interaction (HCI) design have quickly grown, there are few
studies bridging the gap between researching models and methods for IUID in
order to have practical value for user interface (UI) designers right there where
culture in HCI is often still considered a matter of internationalization or localization [19]. However, there are some cornerstones in developing systematic
IUID approaches: For example, [18] suggested a theory for usability testing in
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2019.77015
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cultural contexts, [20]-[25] proposed reflections towards a model for intercultural HCI design, [13] purported a semiotic based way to derive design recommendations for information systems. Nevertheless, there is still a remarkable
knowledge gap regarding the relationship between culture and HCI in order to
derive usable design recommendation for practitioners.

2. IUID Method-Mix
Based on feedback from tutorials and workshops on IUID (M & C 2010, Interact
2011, SouthCHI 2013, HCII 2014, IHCI 2015, M & C 2017, M & C 2018) and the
summary of the state of research on IUID in [20] [12] and [26], the author reviewed the synopsis of well documented IUID methods in scientific literature to
form a hybrid approach integrating several IUID concepts and methods into one
IUID method mix. Today, strategies for IUID address at least one of the following concepts in the wide context contributing to good intercultural usability engineering (cf. [27]) and intercultural user interface design [12]:
• User interface characteristics (cf. [28]).
• Method of culture oriented HCI design [2].
• Intercultural variables (cf. [2]).
• HCI dimensions (cf. [29]).
These concepts are used to support the design process which finally should
lead to good user interfaces of high usability providing excellent user experience. However, the successful application of these approaches strongly depends on successful intercultural communication which again depends on the
personal ability to mutually understand the web of belief of the others using
empathic capabilities [30]. In the following, the elements of this process are
described in detail to bridge the divergence represented by the gap in the
knowledge of the differences in intercultural HCI design using converging
methods and approaches.

2.1. Cultural Dimensions
The position that is taken in this article is that culture is a set of facts (structural
conditions) representing an orientation system [31] established by collective
programming of the mind [32] within a group of individuals. The larger the set
of facts shared by the group members, the stronger the culture and the stronger
the members’ sense of belonging to the group. Therefore, cultures are referred to
as every group of people with similar values, norms, and rules leading to similar
habits and behavior. The orientation system of this group serves to identify the
members with the group themselves (and, hence, the culture in this group) and
to separate themselves from other groups representing another culture. For example, the analysis of the cultural shaping of people from Western and Asian regions reveals a large cultural distance ([33], pp. 16 seq.). The distance felt thereby
between peoples and culture arises from the different expressions of the structural
features of a specific culture or cultural group. The probability of misunderstandDOI: 10.4236/jcc.2019.77015
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ing is proportional to the size of the cultural distance ([34], pp. 33-34).
Cultural differences and distances can be described and categorized with the
help of cultural models. Cultural models describe the cultural distance, that is,
the differences between cultures and allow the comparison of them with each
other [35]). One of the best-known cultural models is the iceberg model of culture [5]: Only a few of the attributes of a culture are visible and conscious. The
rest is invisible and unconscious and, hence, difficult to investigate. Cultural
models help to overcome this methodological gap using cultural standards and
dimensions to look beneath the water surface, that is, to probe the unconscious
areas of culture.
The organizational psychologist Alexander Thomas established the concept of
“cultural standards,” which expresses the normal, typical, and valid attributes for
most of the members of a certain culture regarding the kinds of perception,
thoughts, judgments, and actions ([31], p. 112). Cultural standards serve as an
orientation system for the members of a group and regulate action. The individual grows into its culture by taking over and internalizing these cultural standards. This process encompasses learning basic human abilities in the social
arena, control of one’s own behavior and emotions, the satisfaction of basic
needs, worldview, verbal and nonverbal communication, and expectations of
others as well as the understanding of one’s role and scales for judgment.
Another key concept for describing a cultural system is that of “cultural dimension,” which can serve as a basis for the identification of cultural standards
([36], p. 38). According to Hofstede, cultural dimensions are quantitative models
to describe the behavior of the members of different cultures allowing the analysis and comparison of the characteristics of different groups quantitatively [32]
because the cultural imprint of cultural groups can be measured using quantitative questionnaires [37]. They represent an aspect of a culture, which is measurable in relation to other cultures. Hence, cultural dimensions can be used to
classify kinds of behavior between cultures. Cultural dimensions are indicators
showing tendencies in the interaction and communication behavior of members
of cultures. Hofstede applied cultural dimensions to nations. Their specific values represent the character of the national culture (when applied at least to
groups of more than 20 members; [37], the more members of a nation are asked,
the more representative the character of the national culture), which is relatively
stable also within countries (cf. [38]). The extent of the membership in a dimension is indicated numerically with an index (PDI, IDV, MAS, UAI, and LTO).
Power distance (PDI): PDI represents the acceptance of social inequality and the
relationship to authority, that is, the extent up to which the less powerful members of institutions or organizations of a country expect that power is distributed
dissimilarly ([39], p. 42). Individualism versus collectivism (IDV): This dimension describes the attitude of an individual toward living in groups. A high individualism index indicates societies in which the relationships are loose between
the individuals: One expects everybody to take care of himself and his immediate
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2019.77015
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family. A low individualism index indicates collectivistic societies, in which persons are integrated into collective groups from birth, which protects them for life
and expects unconditional loyalty from them ([39], p. 67). Femininity versus
masculinity (MAS): This dimension represents the social implications of gender.
A society demonstrates how clearly the roles of sexes are delimited from each
other. Masculinity means being forceful and strong as well as having a materialistic orientation. Femininity means being modest, being more sensitive, and attaching importance to quality of life. Higher femininity indicates a society in
which the roles of the sexes overlap: Both women and men should be modest
and sensitive and put value on quality of life ([39], p. 101). Uncertainty avoidance (UAI): This index represents the degree to which members of a culture feel
threatened by uncertain or unknown situations. It is also an indicator for expressing the way to deal with uncertainty regarding controlling emotions and
aggression ([39], p. 133). Long-term versus short-term orientation (LTO):
Long-term oriented cultures stand for staying power, relation resistance, and the
retention of these relations to foster virtues toward future rewards, perseverance
and thrift ([39], p. 401). Short-term oriented societies show a high personal stability, keeping dignity (preservation of face), respect for tradition, and fostering
virtues related to past and present ([39], p. 403). For example, in China, there is
high “power distance” in contrast to Germany. Power distance represents a
quantitatively measurable aspect of a national culture, which quantifies the degree to which less powerful members of institutions and organizations in a
country expect and accept disparate distribution of power ([39], p. 42). The PDI
ranges from zero to about 100. Hofstede determined that the power distance in
China is high (PDI = 80) compared to Germany (PDI = 35). This may be relevant in intercultural HCI design, with respect to accepting help or commands
(given by the system) by the user according to his acceptance of external power.
In contrast, Hall based his cultural models such as context information, message
speed, and mono-chronic or poly-chronic time orientation on qualitative interviews
and field studies [40]. There are many more founders of cultural dimensions, for
example, [41] [42] [43] [44] and [45]. The idiosyncratic values of these dimensions
have been determined for many nations by their authors (cf. [33], or [46]).
Cultural dimensions are too rough for intercultural user interface design. For
this reason, additional inter cultural variables are necessary which—in relation
to the user interface design—divide the cultural aspects into smaller units (cf. [2]
[47]). These cultural aspects and their manifestations can be empirically determined using qualitative and quantitative methods. Although cultures are constantly changing (cf. [48]), for a product life cycle of a few years at least trends
can be determined, and for special cases of an application even selective parameters can be determined which serve the intercultural user interface design.

2.2. Intercultural Variables
According to [49]: 93-96, intercultural variables describe the differences in HCI
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2019.77015
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design regarding the preferences of the users of different cultures. “Intercultural”
variables represent knowledge that can be obtained only by observing at least
two cultures and their differences, i.e. doing intercultural research (cf. [50]) to
obtain relevant knowledge for internationalization of software and system platforms. Their values represent culture-dependent variations that occur at all levels of HCI localization (surface, functionality and interaction) (cf. [2]) and can
be used for intercultural user interface design. Intercultural variables describe
the differences in HCI design with respect to the preferences of users from different cultures (cf. Table 1).
Direct intercultural variables are most important because they have a direct
and essential influence on the HCI design. “Visible” intercultural variables
(VIVs) (above the “water surface” of the iceberg-metaphor) are immediately
perceptible at a certain time (font, color, window size, navigation, etc.). In contrast, “invisible” (or “hidden”) intercultural variables (NVIVs) (below the “water
surface”) are only recognizable over a certain period (such as interaction speed,
information display duration, dialogue display frequency, use of the navigation
bar, etc.). The localization of hidden intercultural variables is difficult to realize
because the contextual relation to the cultural background as well as to the
product is very strong for interaction and dialogue design. However, this culturally distinct context and consequently its cultural dependency is precisely the
reason (cf. iceberg metaphor), why these patterns and non-visible intercultural
variables are so important for information architecture as well as for interaction
design and, hence, for the resulting dialogues of a product ([49], p. 98). And
therefore, intercultural variables and their values representing knowledge for a
specific culture (relevant for system and software localization) need high research priority (e.g. using special tools as suggested by [51]).
Table 1. Intercultural variables according to [49]: 97 et. seqq. (estimated values regarding
the difficulty to recognize the variables are added by the author).

Level of Relation to
localization HCI design

Intercultural variable

DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2019.77015

Perceivability
of the variables

Estimated
difficulty to
recognize
[0 (easy) 10 (difficult)]

Dialog design

Interaction

Direct

Hidden/Over long time and
deep analysis

10

Interaction design

Interaction

Direct

Hidden/Over long time and
deep analysis

9

System functionality

Function

Indirect

Visible/Immediately

8

Service (Maintenance)

Function

Indirect

Visible/Immediately

7

Technical documentation

Function

Indirect

Visible/Immediately

6

Information presentation

Surface

Direct

Visible/Immediately

4

Language

Surface

Direct

Visible/Immediately

2

General system design

Surface

Indirect

Visible/Immediately

0
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2.3. Method of Culture-Oriented Design
[49]: 108 used inter cultural variables to develop an approach for the design of
intercultural human-machine systems using the “method of culture-oriented design” (MCD), which integrates the factors of new concepts of culture-oriented
HCI design and the knowledge of cultural differences into existing concepts of
HCI design (cf. Figure 1).
Knowledge about cultural differences is resultantly integrated into existing
methods to include intercultural aspects in human-machine interaction. Relevant cultural variables for intercultural HCI design must be determined analytically based on literature research and empirical requirement studies.

2.4. User Interface Characteristics
[47] developed characteristic factors for user interfaces that can influence user
interface design to make cultural dimensions available for user interface design:
The user interface characteristics “metaphor”, “mental model”, “navigation”,
“interaction” and “presentation” are connected to the five cultural dimensions of
Hofstede. For instance, according to [28] and [52], Chinese people (and hence
users) are rather relationship and family oriented based on traditional powerful
social hierarchical structures. In contrast, German users are described as event
oriented regarding acts, tools, work, jobs and competition. Some tendencies regarding cultural differences can be used for intercultural user interface design
and further reflections and research. User interface characteristics can be used in
conjunction with empirical surveys on their characteristics for the corresponding cultural target context to derive recommendations for the development of
intercultural user interfaces. Table 2 shows a summary of general recommendations for intercultural user interface design based on [53].

Figure 1. Simplified version of the Method of Culture-oriented Design (MCD) (Source: [20]: 66).
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2019.77015
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2.5. HCI Dimensions
Based on the work of [32] [40], and [54], [55] introduced the concept of HCI
dimensions to support the determination of the relationship between culture
and HCI (cf. [20] [21]).
HCI dimensions (HCIDs) represent the characteristics of HCI by describing
the HCI style of the user, i.e. the path of information processing and the interaction style exhibited by the user based on the concepts of “information” and “interaction” according to HCI dialogs (cf. [56]) that are characterized by transmitting pieces of information during user system interaction derived from the basic
physical dimensions of space and time as well as from their sub-dimensions:
frequency, speed, duration, density, and order (cf. Table 3).
Frequency, density, order and structure are concerned particularly during information processing; frequency and speed are concerned during interaction
behavior. HCI dimensions can be regarded as the main factors relevant for HCI
design, because they denote the basic classes for variables useful in HCI design.
The view of space, time and mental aspects is strongly culture dependent (cf.
[57]). HCI is, therefore, also culture dependent, because HCI dialogs, interaction, information presentation and with that HCI generally are strongly linked
with time (interaction, communication) and space (layout, structure) as well as
Table 2. Summary of recommendations for intercultural HCI design according to the user interface characteristics regarding
China and Germany (summarized by the author in accordance to table 6-3 in [53]: 138 as well as to [53]: 305-317).
User Interface
Characteristics

China

Germany

Metaphor

Use clear hierarchy and representation instead of abstraction

Use representation instead of abstraction

Mental model

Use many references without any sequence of relevance, simple
mental models, clear articulation, limited choice and binary logic

Use few references with sequence of relevance and
fuzzy logic

Navigation

Use limited and predefined choice and navigation

Use open access and arbitrary choice and unique
navigation

Interaction

Use personalized but team-oriented systems giving direct error
messages, guided help and providing face-to-face interaction

Use distant but supportive (error) messages providing
open and flexible interaction with the system (e.g., full
text search)

Presentation

Use formal speech providing high contextual relationship-oriented
information as well as feminine colors

Use informal speech providing low contextual
task-oriented information as well as masculine colors

Table 3. HCI Dimensions according to [20].
Derived Physical Sub-Dimensions
[Basic Physical Dimension]

Information Related HCI Dimension

Interaction Related HCI Dimension

Frequency [Time]

Information frequency

Interaction frequency

Speed [Time]

Information speed

Interaction speed

Sequentiality/Priority/Order [Time and Space]

Information order/Information parallelism

Interaction order/Interaction parallelism

Density/Quantity [Time and Space]/
Context [Time and Space]

Information density

Interaction speed/frequency/order/parallelism

DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2019.77015
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with mental aspects (relations, thoughts) (cf. [1] [2] [58]). Hence, HCI dimensions represent classes of HCI variables (expressions of HCI dimensions) useful
for the HCI design, which are operationalized by means of (interaction) indicators in HCI metrics. Information speed (speed of dissemination and frequency
of occurrence of information), information density (number and distance of information units) or information order (sequence of occurrence and arrangement
of information), also correlate with culturally different basic patterns of behavior
at the information level [20]. Table 4 shows examples of indicators for some
HCI dimensions.
For example, the indicator “number of information units per space unit” belongs to the HCI dimension “information density” and can be expressed by the
number of words displayed on the screen. The HCI dimension “interaction frequency” contains the variable “number of interactions per time unit” represented
for example by the number of mouse clicks per second. At least one indicator as
a measurement variable is necessary to constitute the specifics of an HCI dimension. For real use, however, several empirically proven indicators should be used.
If HCI dimensions are consistently represented based on intercultural variables,
one can use “Intercultural HCI Dimensions”, which express a culturally influenced HCI style.

3. Towards a Systematic Approach for IUID
Due to the lack of sufficient empirical data and the large research gaps remaining in the field of intercultural HCI, it still makes sense to use a basic multi-stage
research process based on “Grounded Theory” to develop new theories [20]:
Through analytical reflection of already known theories, models and intuitive
ideas, hypotheses for a new integration theory can be formed. Then empirical
data must establish a foundation (introductory position) to test and verify the
hypotheses in order to obtain a new theory. Based on this new theory, new hypotheses and predictions can then be developed in order to test them empirically
again (cf. [59]). In an explanatory model for culturally influenced HCI, these relations between culture and HCI are described using cultural interaction indicators, thus illustrating the relationship between culture and HCI, which can be
determined either data-driven or hypothesis-driven as well as by a mixture of
both. The data-driven approach first collects data. The resulting patterns provide
Table 4. HCI Dimensions represented by Specifics and Indicators.

DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2019.77015

HCI Dimension

Specifics

Interaction frequency

Number of interactions per Mouse clicks and mouse moves per second
time unit
or per session

Information density

Number of information
units per space unit

Information/Interaction
parallelism/order

Sequence of appearance of Number and sequence of dialog steps (e.g.
information units
number of message boxes used to indicate
one system error)
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Number of words per message or on the
display
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information about the connection between culture and HCI. In the hypothesis-driven approach, hypotheses are derived from existing cultural theories and
empirically verified afterwards. Finally, in the hybrid approach, the approaches
are brought together and, if necessary, extended by additional methods.

3.1. Data-Driven Approach
In order to find out where the way in which users from different cultural groups
interact with an interactive system is different and to derive possible correlations
between cultural dimensions and HCI dimensions, the interaction behavior of
users with the computer is observed and analyzed. Using automated analytical
tools, dynamic aspects of the HCI can be measured by seamless chronological
recording of user behavior (cf. e.g. [60]).
To encourage the culturally different user to interact with the computer and
then to record and analyze this interaction, task scenarios were developed which
were implemented in a specially developed PC tool (IIA-Tool, [51]). A user test
with this tool included several successive parts. First, the demographic data of
the subject were collected. Then the task presentation took place: The subject
was to perform a series of different tasks, each of which served to examine other
cultural aspects of HCI according to the hypotheses. In order to determine the
cultural value of the test person, a questionnaire had to be completed (cf. [37]).
The final debriefing clarified the purpose of the test and asked questions about
the usability of the test system, the difficulty of the tests and whether the hypotheses had already been guessed during the test (and thus the test validity was
lost) or not. By using this tool, parameters relating to the user’s interaction with
the system are determined. Thereby, this tool allows the measurement of the
values of Cultural Interaction Indicators (CIIs), i.e., HCI parameters that correlate with variables representing the user’s culture, as well as the expressions of
relevant cultural dimensions for the HCI design during the user’s interaction
with the system by processing test items and applying the VSM94 questionnaire
of [37] within the IIA Tool.
For example, the Map Display test case was generated to measure the amount
of information on the map display (e.g. restaurants, roads, POIs, etc.) that represents
an aspect of information density (Figure 2). The user can set the amount of information in the map display by scrolling (number of POIs, number of maneuvers, etc.). The test tool records the values set by the users. Based on this principle, the test tool can also be used to examine the values of other intercultural
variables, such as device position, menu, layout and dialogue structuring, information flow speed, etc. The number, size, distance and uniformity of the arrangement of the information units can be set. In addition, parameters such as
test duration, the abruptness and speed of mouse movements, the sequence and
speed of controller changes (e.g. scrollbars) and the entire sequence of interactions can be recorded, and average values or maxima and minima can be determined. In addition, measured variables of common usability metrics such as task
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2019.77015
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Figure 2. Screenshot of the “Map Display Test Task” during the test session with the IIA Tool.

time, number of errors or number of functions used are recorded [61]. This data
shows which correlations occur between the user’s interactive behavior and his
culture or cultural dimensions and which implications can be derived from this
for intercultural HCI design. In 2006 and 2007, two empirical remote online studies with a total of 14,500 Chinese (C), German (G) and English (E) speaking
employees of SiemensVDO worldwide collected interaction data and determined
which cultural differences in human-computer interaction (HCI) can be quantitatively determined [29].
The evaluation of the data collected in the studies showed that there are correlations between the interaction of users with the computer and the cultural
character of users [29]. The cultural interaction indicators found in Table 5
mainly concern the localization level of the interaction.
Significant correlations between culture and HCI could be derived from the
cultural interaction indicators obtained from the empirical studies and the cultural
interaction patterns (represented by the conglomerate of all constructed cultural
interaction indicators, cf. [20]. The high discrimination rate of over 80% for the
classification of users in (C) and (G) by the CIIs proves the validity of the statistical
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2019.77015
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Table 5. Cultural differences in the HCI between Chinese (C) and German (G) speaking
users.
Cultural interaction indicator (CII)

Relationship between Chinese (C) and
German (G) speaking users

Number of error clicks (clicks without functional effect)

2:1

Number of open applications

2:1

Speed of mouse movements

1.6:1

Number of mouse movements

1.3:1

Number of mouse clicks (left mouse button)

1.2:1

Interaction pauses with the mouse > 10 s

1:1.22

results. The statistical evaluation of the empirical studies showed significant
correlations between the culture of corresponding user groups ((C) and (G))
(defined by demographic variables such as nationality, country of birth and
mother tongue and values of HCID: Information density, information and interaction frequency as well as information and interaction parallelism are lower
for (G) than for (C) according to the relationship orientation, the density of information networks and the time orientation of the users. The cultural differences in HCI between Chinese and German users concern layout (complex vs.
simple), information density (high vs. low), personalization (strong vs. low),
language (icons vs. characters), interaction speed (higher vs. lower) and interaction frequency (higher vs. lower) [20]. This fact also seems to be the reason for
the significant differences in the use of anthropomorphic agents, relational dialogues and message content as well as chat programs between (G) and (C). According to the empirically determined values of the cultural interaction indicators, the characteristics of the HCI dimensions information frequency, information processing parallelism, information density, interaction speed and interaction frequency are significantly higher for Chinese than for Germans. The numbers in Figure 3 represent the ratio values. For example, the interaction speed at
(C) was about twice as high as at (G): (0.57 to 0.30).
The data-driven approach deals with the correlation of HCI data and demographic variables such as citizenship, mother tongue, country of birth, etc. This
is a predominantly descriptive approach in which cultural standards or cultural
dimensions are still largely ignored and demographic variables such as nationality or country of birth are used instead. As soon as explanations for the behavior
of the user with the system are required from a cultural point of view—as is the
case in the hypothesis-driven explanative approach explained in the next section—cultural models must be included in the considerations.

3.2. Hypothesis-Driven Approach
The results obtained using the data-driven approach led to the conviction that it
is justified and useful to use CIIs for intercultural HCI research in order to obtain
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2019.77015
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Figure 3. Characteristics of the HCI dimensions representing the culture-dependent differences in the user’s interaction with a computer system.

reasonable hypotheses for culturally influenced HCI. Some hypotheses have
been developed based on the best classifying CIIs, which is supported by the basic hypothesis that the expressions of the HCI dimensions depend on the cultural imprint of the user as follows: the higher the relational orientation (collectivism), the higher the information density, information speed, information frequency, interaction frequency and interaction speed (and vice versa). [29] examined these hypotheses and confirmed the trend that such relationships exist
[20]. Although these findings cannot yet be truly viable prognostic aids within
the frame-work of a hypothesis-driven approach (because causal relations have
not been identified until now), it is necessary for further research to integrate the
tendentious correlations found so far into an initial relationship model in order
to be able to use them as a starting point for explanations of the connections
between the cultural imprint of the user and his interaction with the system, and
thus to establish an initial provisional model of culture-dependent HCI [21].
Table 6 shows possible connections between HCI dimensions, cultural interaction indicators and cultural dimensions or variables of cultural models.
For example, based on the action chain hypothesis [57], it is assumed that the
answers to questions from German users are linear (i.e. question after question)
and is processed non-linearly by Chinese users (which can be determined by
analyzing the mouse movements and the sequence of fields when filling out the
questionnaire). Furthermore, the number of dialogue steps until completion of
the task could be lower for German users than for Chinese users due to their
higher task orientation. For German users it is assumed that the number of interactions during the completion of the task, such as the number of optional functions (e.g. online help or color setup), is higher for German users due to the desire to work very accurately. On the other hand, the number of mouse movements or clicks of German users should be lower than for Chinese users due to
the high uncertainty avoidance and strong task orientation. For these reasons, an
interaction step during the completion of the task (and thus the entire test duration) might take longer for Germans than for Chinese users. Chinese users may
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Table 6. Cultural interaction indicators and its characteristics representing the relating element between HCI dimensions and
cultural dimensions.
HCI dimension

Cultural interaction indicator

Examples/characteristics of cultural
interaction indicators

Cultural dimension/variables
of cultural models

Information frequency

Number of information units per time
unit

Number of words, sentences, dialogues,
propositions etc. per minute, reference
distance

Uncertainty, avoidance, action
chains, network density

Information density

Distance of information units from each Picture-text ratio, number of places of
other, number of simultaneously
interest
presented information units

Uncertainty avoidance,
network density

Information or
Sequential or parallel, presentation or
interactional parallelism reception of information units,
information arrangement

Number of parallel tasks, discarded system
messages, time until deactivation of virtual
agents, layout

Mono-chronic vs. poly-chronic
time orientation,

Interaction speed

Duration of an interaction process

Mouse usage, mouse motion pauses less than Mono-chronic vs. poly-chronic
1 ms, mouse track length per second, inputs time orientation

Interaction frequency

Number of interaction processes per
time unit

Number of mouse clicks, mouse movements, Mono-chronic vs. poly-chronic
function or help initiatives per session
time orientation

not use the help button as often as German users due to face-saving (see [45]).
The speed of mouse movements could be lower for German users due to high
uncertainty avoidance and low communication speed or low context and relationship orientation.
Some of the postulated connections between culture and HCI known from the
literature were examined repeatedly with the help of the specially developed tool
for intercultural interaction analysis (IIA Tool, [51]). The hypotheses were
tested, for example again within the “Map Display Test Task” as described before, by presenting the same task to subjects from different cultures. For example, the hypothesis “there is a high correlation of high information density to relation-oriented cultures such as Chinese” could be confirmed by the choice of
more POIs by German users compared to Chinese users. Moreover, the results
of the investigation based on the differences in the effective values of the measurement variables in contrast to the values of the parameters assumed in the hypotheses supported these results. For example, it was assumed that the number of
interactions with the system per time unit (INH) of Chinese users is about four
times higher than that of German users (0.8:0.2 = 4). However, the ratio is only 1.4
with respect to the number of average mouse movements in a test session
(10,566:7529). This ratio is an indicator of the strength of the postulated hypothesis. The confirmation strengths of six out of eight hypotheses were estimated
a priori approximately correctly, and all postulated eight hypotheses were confirmed a posteriori using the online studies with the IIA tool. This shows that the
analytical preparatory work and the methods and tools used in the studies were
appropriate and that the results can be considered plausible and correct [20].

3.3. Hybrid Approach
The hybrid approach integrates both approaches applying several IUID methods
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within an IUID method mix [21]. Based on the method of the culture-oriented
HCI design (MCD, see [2]), cultural differences are identified based on cultural
dimensions and cultural variables are derived for the project. With this knowledge of cultural differences and affected aspects of the HCI system, further effects on the HCI design are determined and supported by hypothesis-driven data
transmission using user interface characteristics (see [62]) and HCI dimensions
(see [20] by a “toolbox” for IUID consisting of a reasonable arranged method
mix, (cf. [21]). The method mix consists of a combined and hybrid use of cultural dimensions, intercultural variables, user interface characteristics, and HCI
dimensions. The values of these concepts represent the HCI style of the user in
the respective cultural context.
One important goal for intercultural HCI designers and intercultural usability
experts is to consider fundamental cultural differences when dealing with members of cultures interacting with machines. Hence, the most important step is to
bridge the gap between cultural aspects (formally derived from cultural dimensions) and HCI design by determining relevant cultural parameters for intercultural user interface design using analytical research tools and empirical tests.
These tests should show whether human-machine interaction runs parallel to
cultural dimensions, and if so, to what extent. Cultural models and cultural interaction indicators, which have been generated by the analysis of user interaction, can be used to describe the needs of the user in terms of the HCI depending
on his culture as well as to develop an explanatory model for culturally influenced HCI and to improve the methods of intercultural usability engineering.
With the help of an explanatory model of culture-dependent HCI, examples of
different culturally conditioned behavior of users can be explained with interactive systems. For this purpose, the explanatory models must be determined on
the basis of analytical considerations and verified using empirical data and statistical methods. Due to the lack of existing modeling and available cultural HCI
theories, an iterative, i.e. alternately analytical and empirical approach is necessary (i.e. alternately data- and hypothesis-driven), so that an “evolutionary explanatory model” gradually emerges.
Successful explanatory models can be applied to new examples or application
cases and thus verified, which in turn allows predictive design recommendations
to be generated. Finally, complete metrics for representing the usability of interactive systems (usability measurement systems, cf. [63]) can be derived from
high empirical values for the culturally influenced HCI. In order to measure the
parameters, the characteristics of the HCI dimensions must be very precise and
concrete. Therefore, the HCI dimensions are operationalized in many quantitative variables in order to obtain a basic measurement instrument and link it to
cultural dimensions, thus generating empirical hypotheses.
The results found in the hypothesis-driven approach also led to the conviction
that it is justified and useful to use cultural interaction indicators for intercultural HCI research in order to obtain a reasonable explanatory model for culturally
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influenced HCI. For this reason, initial considerations were made which reflect
the relationships between the HCI dimensions and cultural aspects. Thereby, the
following hypotheses have been postulated:
• Hypothesis 1: In relationship-oriented countries with high density of communication networks, communication speed, and high context orientation
(e.g., China), it is the case that information flow, frequency, and density as
well as interaction speed and frequency are high. In task-oriented countries
with low density of communication networks, communication speed, and
low context orientation (e.g., Germany), information flow, frequency, and
density as well as interaction speed and frequency are low.
• Hypothesis 2: In countries with poly-chronic time orientation and low uncertainty avoidance (e.g., China), information and interaction parallelism are
high. In countries with mono-chronic time orientation and high uncertainty
avoidance (e.g., Germany), information and interaction parallelism are low.
The aim was to find out the actual connection between the interaction indicators and their (postulated cultural) causes representing the relationships between
cultural dimensions and HCI dimensions and their expressions. To solve this, a
structural equation model for the relationship between HCI dimensions and
cultural dimensions has been generated. The connections between cultural, information-related and interaction-related dimensions were modeled using the
cultural interaction indicators. The explanatory model of culture-dependent
HCI is all the better the more variances in the empirical data can be statistically
explained by the modeled structural equations. For this, a partial model of one
side of a complete structural equation model, which has emerged from literature
studies, postulated hypotheses in [29] and empirical results from [20] was modeled in AMOS. Table 7 shows the resulting relations between cultural and HCI
dimensions represented by cultural interaction indicators indicating the culturally different HCI style between Chinese (C) and German (G) speaking users
expressed by the quantified ratio of the CIIs between (C) and (G).
Other combinations of cultural interaction indicators (CIIs) are also possible for
the allocation to HCI dimensions. The explanatory model is based on some of
the best-classifying cultural interaction indicators from the data-driven approach, which have emerged from the hypothesis in the hypothesis-driven approach, namely that the expressions of the HCI dimensions depend on the cultural imprint of the users, which can be described by the expressions of cultural
dimensions: the higher the relationship orientation (collectivism), the higher the
information density, information speed, information frequency, interaction frequency and interaction speed (and vice versa).
The empirical findings from the study in the data-driven approach and the
hypotheses derived from the hypothesis-driven approach (the higher the relationship orientation, the higher the information density, information speed, etc.)
are reflected by corresponding trends in the parameter values of the structural
equation model (hybrid approach). This supports the assumption that further
connections between cultural dimensions and HCI dimensions and cultural
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Table 7. Quantified Ratio of the CIIs representing the cultural distance between cultures (according to [20]).
HCI Dimension

Ratio of
(C):(G)

Cultural interaction indicator (CII) Examples

Cultural dimension

Information frequency 1.25

Distance between notes, number of Number of words, sentences,
information units per time unit
dialogues, propositions etc.
per minute

Uncertainty avoidance, action
chains, network density

Information density

Number of places of interest

Picture-text ratio, distance of
Uncertainty avoidance, network
information units from each other, density
number of simultaneously
presented information units

Information and
1.61
interaction parallelism

Number of parallel tasks, rejected
system messages, time to deactivate
the virtual agent (“life-like
character”, e.g. “Merlin” in Word)

Sequential or parallel presentation
or reception of information units
and information arrangement (e.g.
layout)

Interaction speed

1.89

Mouse motion pauses less than 1
ms

Mouse usage, keyboard entries,
All time-relevant cultural
length of mouse track per time unit dimensions

Interaction frequency

1.41

Mouse clicks with left mouse
button, number of mouse
movement events

Total number of mouse clicks/
mouse movements or number of
function or help initiatives per
session

1.77

All time-relevant cultural
dimensions (such as uncertainty
avoidance, action chains or time
orientation)

All time-relevant cultural
dimensions

interaction indicators can be modeled and explained using structural equation
models as a basis for the application of the IUID method-mix. Based on H1 and
H2, a model of culturally influenced HCI can be created containing the relationships between cultural dimensions and HCIDs. The entire model for culturally influenced HCI consists of more than 300, mainly quantitative, potential
parameters that are relevant for intercultural HCI design and, depending on the
culture, have been analytically established by the literature study (cf. for details
[20]). The model contains the following rules expressing the connection between
the values of the cultural dimensions and the values of the HCIDs, thereby determining the denotation level for culture and HCI (cf. for details [21]):
1) The lower action chain orientation:
a) the higher information frequency.
b) the higher information and interaction parallelism.
c) the higher interaction frequency.
2) The lower the IDV:
a) the higher information frequency.
b) the higher interaction frequency.
3) The lower the UAI:
a) the higher information frequency.
b) the higher interaction frequency.
c) the lower interaction exactness.
4) The lower the MAS:
a) the higher information density.
b) the higher information frequency.
c) the higher interaction frequency.
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5) The higher network density and context orientation:
a) the higher information density.
b) the higher information and interaction parallelism.
c) the higher interaction frequency.
d) the higher interaction speed.
e) the lower interaction exactness.
6) The higher LTO:
a) the higher information frequency.
b) the higher interaction speed.
7) And vice versa for all rules (i.e., for Rule 1: the lower action chain orientation, the higher information/interaction frequency and parallelism).
According to the changed values of the cultural dimensions on the left side of
the model (antecedences in the production rules above), the values of the HCIDs
change on the right side of the model (consequences in the production rules
above). Therefore, this model does not depend on nations or countries but can
be used to cover every cultural group (with at least 20 members if using the VSM
to determine the cultural characteristics of the group, cf. [37]). These results lead
the author to the concept of intercultural HCI style scores, which can be computed for the designated cultural group from Hofstede’s indices. The intercultural HCI style score expresses the average degree of information density and
frequency as well as interaction frequency and speed the members in the designated cultural group expect according to the model developed by the author (cf.
Table 8).
The HCI style score is computed using the following formula according to the
rules in the model described above (cf. Equation (1)).

HCI StyleScore = IDVScore + MASScore + UAIScore − LTOScore

(1)

Equation (1) just approximately approaches reality because there are more
rules that should be integrated (such as rules 1 and 6). This HCI style score in
Equation (1) expresses the average degree of information density and frequency
as well as interaction frequency and speed the members in the designated cultural group expect according to the specified rules in the model just presented. For
instance, the lower the normalized HCI style score (ranging 0-100) the lower the
Table 8. HCI Styles around the World. Anglo-Saxon, German, Asian, South American, Slavic and Scandinavian.
HCI style
Asian
South American
Scandinavian
Slavic
Angle-Saxon
German

Cultural characterization

Normalized HCI Style Score (group averaged)

PDI high, IDV low, MAS middle, UAI low, LTO high

90

PDI high, IDV low, MAS middle, UAI middle, LTO low

60

PDI low, IDV high, MAS low, UAI middle, LTO low

40

PDI high, IDV middle, MAS middle, UAI high, LTO low

30

PDI low, IDV high, MAS middle, UAI low, LTO low

20

PDI low, IDV middle, MAS high, UAI middle, LTO high

10
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expected amount of information and the lower the interaction frequency. The
resulting HCI style scores permit the establishment of clusters of countries that
have similar HCI scores. According to these cultural clusters identified in the
HCI style score continuum, it can be expected that these country clusters exhibit
a similar HCI style because of their similar cultural characterization defined by
PDI, IDV, MAS, UAI, and LTO. This tendency helps the practitioner to determine the effort needed for IUID for the desired culture.

3.4. IUID Method-Mix from the Hybrid IUID Approach as a First
Step towards a Systematic Approach for IUID
The procedure to derive design recommendations for IUID from scratch is as
follows: First, the application, main uses cases and the desired target cultures are
chosen. Depending on the use case, the respective UI elements (e.g. layout, buttons, text fields) have to be determined and mapped to the category of the cultural variables (direct, indirect, visible, hidden) as well as to the user interface
characteristics (presentation, interaction, navigation, mental model and metaphor). Using this information, the time and space related HCI dimensions concerned must be analyzed (such as information density or interaction frequency).
Via the rules and the variables in the explanatory model for culturally influenced
HCI, the detected HCI dimensions can be related to the cultural dimensions in
order to obtain the related cultural interaction indicators. Recommendations for
the design of intercultural user interfaces can be drawn as well. Table 9 shows
the results obtained by the application of this systematic procedure using the
IUID method mix.
The value of the cultural dimensions can be looked up in the literature of cultural research (as absolute numeric values from [32] or [64] or as relative categorial numbers by other authors of cultural dimensions such as [40]). For example, if individualism in a culture is low (e.g. for China (IDV = 20) in contrast to
Germany (IDV = 67) according to [32], then information frequency and interaction frequency tend to be high (e.g. for China in contrast to Germany according
to [20]). Another example: the higher the density of an information network
(e.g. as in China compared to Germany according to [40]), the stronger the values of the HCI dimensions are (such as information density and interaction frequency) according to [20].
Assume, a UI designer wants to identify design recommendation for IUID for
users from China or Germany regarding an application with the use case “sending a short text message via SMS on a mobile phone” (cf. last example in Table
9). The first step is to identify the cultural dimensions representing the highest
cultural distance between the target cultures. According to Hofstede’s cultural
compass, these are power distance, individualism and uncertainty avoidance (cf.
Figure 4, retrieved from
https://www.hofstede-insights.com/product/compare-countries/, last access 5|4|2019).
The next step is to identify the UI elements (e.g. text, characters, character set,
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layout) that are concerned in the use case and to relate them to the user interface
characteristics (e.g. presentation). Now, the mapping of the UI characteristics to
the cultural variables is to be done. Presentation concerns direct, visible cultural
variables on the surface of the user interface (such as language, color, layout).
The relationship between cultural dimensions and HCI dimensions comes into
play by following the rules of the explanatory model expressing the connection
between the values of the cultural dimensions and the values of the HCIDs. IDV
is related to information and interaction frequency. UAI is related to information and interaction frequency as well as to interaction exactness. Furthermore,
HCIDs are also related to UI characteristics. For example, information density is
affected by the cultural presentation requirements (cf. culturally different communication patterns, [65]). This different communication behavior can be expressed using adequate cultural interaction indicators such as number of pieces
Table 9. Application of the IUID method mix (extract of the results from IUID method mix workshops by the author).
Application/
Use Case

Cultural aspect/ UI
Cultural
characteristics
dimension

Cultural
variable

HCI dimension

Cultural
interaction
indicator

IUID
implication

Word processing/ Language/
Filling in a form Communication
network density

Presentation,
interaction

Direct (word
length), layout

Information density,
interaction frequency

Average number Resizing, calculate size of
of chars per
display according to
word, page
language

E-learning
system/Learning
content

Communication
speed, power
distance,
uncertainty
avoidance

Presentation,
navigation

Visible
(character set,
buttons)

Information
presentation speed

Dialogues per
Adapt speed of guided
minute, number dialogues (wizards) and
of breaks in
button size
interaction

Phone/Looking
up dialing via
name or number

Communication Interaction, mental Indirect (online Interaction speed and
speed, density of model
operating
interaction style
the information
manual)
network

Number of
buttons presses
per task

Choose appropriate
input method editor
(IME) and sorting
algorithms

Word processor
on a mobile
phone/Sending a
short text message
via SMS

Power distance,
individualism,
uncertainty
avoidance

Number of pieces
of information
per space,
number of SMS
per day,
number of saved
contacts

Adapt system
memory/choose
appropriate input
method editor (IME) and
sorting algorithms/allow
customization of the
number of entries in lists

Presentation: text, Direct, visible,
character, character surface (color,
set, layout, skin,
skin, language)
edit field, send
button, receiver list
box

Information density,
interaction frequency
and speed, Information
and interaction
parallelism, interaction
exactness

Figure 4. Hofstede’s cultural dimensions and their values for China and Germany.
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of information per space, number of SMS sent per day or number of contacts,
which in turn leads to the following requirements for system design and recommendation for IUID: An HCI-System needs to have enough memory for storing
contacts and sent short messages. Furthermore, it needs an input method editor
for the different character sets in China and Germany in order to quickly choose
and select the desired receiver name from an adequately sorted list. The user interface should be customizable to the number of presented pieces of information, e.g., the number of entries in lists or menus (cf. hierarchical versus flat
menu structure, [66]). Finally, from Hofstede’s data, one can infer that the cultural distance between China and Germany is high in contrast to Austria and
Germany, which is also reflected in the HCI style score (cf. Table 8) and therefore in the behavior of the user interaction with the system. The HCI style score
for a country is computed as follows:
1) Use Equation (1) for the desired countries delivered by Hofstede. For example, HCI Style Score China is 20 + 66 + 30 – 87 = 29, HCI Style ScoreAustria is 55
+ 79 + 70 – 60 = 144 and HCI Style ScoreGermany is 67 + 66 + 65 – 83 = 115.
2) Identify the minimal and the maximal HCI Style Score. This step ensures
that cultural changes over time (cf. [48]) are considered in the HCI Style Scores.
According to the latest empirically determined values by [38], published on the
Website by Hofstede
(URL = https://www.hofstede-insights.com/product/compare-countries/, last access
5|4|2019), the HCI Style Score Max is 192 and HCI Style Score Min is 4.
3) Normalize the range between the minimal and the maximal HCI Style
Score to the range of 0 - 100, using the following equations:
a) HCI Style Score RangeMax/Min = HCI Style Score Max – HCI Style Score
Min.
i) HCI Style Score RangeMax/Min = 192 − 4 = 188.
b) HCI Style Score Range0-100 = HCI Style Score 100 − HCI Style Score 0.
i) HCI Style Score Range0-100 = 100 – 0 = 100.
c) HCI Style Score RangeNormalizing Factor = HCI Style Score RangeMax/Min/HCI
Style Score Range0-100.
i) HCI Style Score RangeNormalizing Factor = 188/100 = 1.88.
4) Recalculate the HCI Style Score Values for all countries for the new range
(0 - 100) using the following equation (use additionally rounding to get integer
values if desired): HCI Style ScoreRange 0-100 Country X = (HCI Style ScoreRange Max/Min
Country X − HCI Style Score Min)/HCI Style Score RangeNormalizing Factor
5) Invert the values of the HCI Style Score for every country using the following equation to mirror the relationship between the cultural and HCI dimensions from the model of culture-dependent HCI above: HCI Style ScoreCountry X =
100 − HCI Style ScoreCountry X.
Using these equations, the HCI Style Scores for 60 countries have been calculated and clustered according to their score distances, e.g. HCI Style Scores for
Austria, Germany and China are 26, 41 and 87 (cf. Figure 5). The analysis of the
values of the cultural dimensions of Hofstede confirms the tendency that the
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countries can be clustered depending on their cultural behavior representing the
cultural distances between the clusters: Anglo-Saxon, German, Asian, European,
South American and Scandinavian. These results support the HCI style groups
(cf. Table 8) and the taxonomic results in the intercultural HCI styles partially
resembles the findings of [67] on “Saxonic”, “Teutonic”, “Gallic” and “Nipponic” styles. By analyzing these HCI Style Scores, it is possible to draw conclusions
about the number of design recommendations and the effort to implement them
for the desired target culture. This allows a project manager to plan the most
important work packages and do the related time and cost estimations for future
intercultural user interface projects in advance.

4. Discussion
The results so far (postulated and confirmed hypotheses) serve to reveal a basis
and some proven facts that are useful for the acquisition of general recommendations for trends in intercultural HCI design and for the culturally-adaptive
systems (cf. [20]). The IIA tool [51] served to record and analyze the user’s interaction with the system to identify culturally influenced variables such as color,
positioning, information density, and interaction speed as well as their values,
which enabled the verification of parts of the culture-dependent model of HCI as
well as preliminary design rules for intercultural HCI design ([20]). Cultural interaction indicators (CIIs) serve to determine along cultural imprint also computer experience, age, gender etc., which is mostly relevant for building user
models necessary for adaptive systems. Real cultural classification works because
the variables (CIIs) can be selected according to the expected definition of culture (e.g., nationality). This means that with the right combination of CIIs it is
possible to get interaction differences that are really purely culturally imprinted
([20]). The developed metrics consisting of the most discriminating CIIs is adequate to measure cross-cultural HCI in culturally adaptive systems ([20]). In addition, the cultural differences in HCI found are measurable quantitatively by a
computer system using special combinations of CIIs represented by cultural interaction patterns (CIPs) (cf. HCI styles) depending on the culturally imprinted
interaction behavior of the user. Thereby, the analysis (recognition and classification) of cultural interaction patterns in HCI can be achieved purely quantitatively and cultural differences in HCI can be analyzed quantitatively ([20]). A
handful CIIs is sufficient for this purpose. Moreover, the cultural interaction
patterns representing the cultural differences in HCI and the derived CIIs are
sufficiently statistically discriminating enough to detect them and to relate the
users to a certain cultural imprint (cf. [20]).
However, according to [68], the methodological problem of research on culture is that the transmission of simple systems is easier than the integration of
complex systems, which can only be achieved by human creativity. This applies
primarily to cultural questions, which encompass and integrate the complete
context of a member of a culture. This problem also confronts intercultural
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Figure 5. Cultural distances according to the values of the six cultural dimensions of Hofstede (combination of scaled distance clusters).
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user interface design, which makes it compellingly necessary to deal with the
combination or linkage of culture with HCI design.

4.1. Lack of Empirical Confirmation
Not all recommendations have yet been proved empirically according to the five
areas of user interface characteristics, even if there is some research in this area.
[69] validated some of the aspects pointed out by Marcus doing qualitative studies in China regarding different layouts for Chinese and German users. Moreover, regarding metaphors it is the case that in China hierarchical taxonomies
and classifying instruments are applied rather than the case in Germany because
of the high-power distance values. Most of the recommendations presented must
be tested and confirmed empirically in detail by additional studies before being
suggested as best practices or even useful guidelines, if not already done so. Furthermore, parallel to the research literature, empirical investigations regarding
intercultural user interface characteristics are necessary, more specifically by
comparing several systems of different cultures (benchmark tests) as well as usability evaluation (usability testing). For example, it has also been empirically
shown that user interaction with the system is influenced not only by culturally
related variables such as nationality, mother tongue, country of birth, etc., but
also by parameters such as experience and age [29]. The separation degree of the
variables must be improved by future research (e.g., by extending the number of
considered cultural dimensions).

4.2. Usage of Cultural Dimensions
On the one hand, critics of Hofstede claim that the samples drawn from IBM’s
worldwide employee interview in their original study of 1967-72 are not representative. They do not provide data for measuring national culture differences
between the countries but rather the differences within the corporate culture of
IBM. Furthermore, Hofstede’s approach ignores differences within a nation.
However, according to [70], restricted appreciation and mediation of cultural
dimension and models can lead to ineffective or even restricting action strategies. In this case, a little cultural understanding proves to be just as bad as or
even worse than no cultural understanding at all. Therefore, [70] pleads for dimension independent cultural models because they make the derivation of concrete behavior patterns possible whose explanations are founded on concrete
manifestations of the culture by contrast to models that use cultural dimensions.
This approach is addressed in the revised principle of culturally-adaptive HMI
[cf. 20] abstaining from cultural categorization. The developed rules within the
presented model above still describes the assumed relationship between cultural
dimensions and HCI dimensions. Until these assumed connections are not
completely empirically verified, the model remains hypothetical. Therefore,
much research effort is still necessary because of the number and complexity of
the relationships in HCI determined by culture. Nevertheless, it is a possible step
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on the path toward a model of culturally influenced HCI that must be verified,
refined, and optimized step by step over time to prove its value.

4.3. Methodological and Empirical Problems of Modeling
Many aspects must be considered simultaneously to obtain possible cultural explanations for their effect on HCI. Alternatively, the effects of culture on HCI
cannot be explained by only one single aspect but by many different influences
due to the complexity of culture. Another problem in cultural research is that
one cannot predict how the single parts of the cultural puzzle will fit together (cf.
[68]: 130). This has implications for the use of these methods in intercultural
HCI design and intercultural usability engineering (cf. [71]). It is problematic to
bring cultural models fully in line with HCI dimensions, as not all possible interfering variables can be considered due to cultural complexity and models
cannot fully describe reality because of their nature. It is difficult to separate
cultural influences from experience, because experience is also culturally shaped.
The results obtained by the explanatory model therefore also differ from reality.
Further modeling must show which cultural interaction indicators and which of
their combinations will provide the highest quality of explanation. More detailed
studies are therefore needed in order to further verify, refine and optimize such
an initial explanatory model. Nevertheless, it is very reasonable for further development and research to consider some rules of thumb, even if they must be
considered provisional and should therefore still be treated with the greatest
possible care.

4.4. Vagueness of HCI Styles
The average HCI style score of the designated cultural group can be computed
from the model represented only by those rules for which Hofstede’s indices are
known. For rules 2, 3, 4, and 6 presented previously, the indices IDV, UAI, MAS,
and LTO can be used to integrate these rules with exact values from the indices
and thereby to calculate the HCI style score. Further modeling still must show
which of the possibilities are the most significant and useful. In addition, the
other side of the structural equation model must also be explored more closely,
on which the cultural dimensions must be introduced and linked. However, until there are no other values for the cultural dimensions than Hofstede’s at the
national level, those must be used to test the model. In addition, to further confirm findings, factor analysis can be applied to statistically calculate the corresponding loadings to the HCI style by clustering Hofstede’s indices according to
their HCI style score. The findings should refine the currently assumed rules
that describe the relationship between cultural imprint and HCI style of a group.
The explanatory value of this descriptive model must still be worked out. To generalize the postulated correlations, many more studies with other cultural
groups are required. To achieve this both the values of the cultural dimensions
(e.g., using VSM) and the values of the HCIDs (such as pieces of presented inDOI: 10.4236/jcc.2019.77015
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formation per minute; [20]) must be determined. This can be done using the
same use cases and test settings in the arbitrary cultural groups of interest, for
example, also for indigenous groups. The test tool developed by the author can
be used to support this [51]. Finally, to generalize the postulated correlations
many more studies with other cultural groups are required.

4.5. Testing the Explanation Model
The following steps help to verify the model: 1) Reviewing literature about different cultures and extraction of HCI data from those cultures (by empirical studies using the intercultural interaction analysis tool as done in [20]). 2) Identifying analogies of the cultural features of these hypotheses in the respective cultures. More specifically, determining for which cultures all features from the
cultural dimensions on the left side of the model match, or inversely which cultures fit the HCI data matches (C) and (G) as shown in [20]. 3) Classifying the
cultures corresponding to the antecedence of the rules in the model (left side). 4)
Classifying the cultures corresponding to the consequence of the rules in the
model (right side). 5) Checking how many cultures on the left side are in accordance with those on the right side (the higher the analogy, the more correct the
rules in the model are). By and by, cultures must be analyzed this way on the
country level, within countries and within cultures, user groups, essentially at
any possible group level, which also includes all indigenous perspectives, finally
leaving the concept of cultural classification at all.. The list of cultures confirming the model will increase with time and with it the reliability and the validity of
the model. After the model’s reliability is judged to be good enough (test end
criteria could be a list of sufficiently similar cultures as in step 5 just described),
it can be applied to any possible context/domain. At present, within the framework of the test setting, context must be kept constant or minimized completely
to control the confirmative process by capturing truly cultural influences.

4.6. Recommendations and Solutions for IUID
All engineers developing products for cultures different from their own can use
the model to gain first impressions about culturally imprinted differences in HCI
regarding information processing and interaction style. The practitioners must
reflect on their use cases and reconsider the HCI design based on the output of
the model. For example, if the designated cultural user group exhibits high relationship orientation, then information density as well as information and interaction frequency will be high. From this, it can be derived that the user group
on average most probably expects applications providing high information flow
and interaction activity. The designer can resultantly decide to present more
message boxes more frequently to those users than to a user group that is task
oriented and expecting fewer disturbances by messages during concentration on
the task. One of the most important implications for practitioners in HCI design
is that the model can be used to derive first design recommendations for the deDOI: 10.4236/jcc.2019.77015
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sired culture because the model encompasses a standardized set of the characteristics of the designated cultural group determined by cultural models that can
be adjusted to every culture. After determining the cultural values of the designated culture using VSM08 from [32], or estimating them by reviewing literature in cultural studies (e.g., [33] and [64]), the results can be input to the model.
The output of the model can be directly related to HCI design relevant aspects.
For instance, more aspects can be addressed in intercultural HCI design from an
HCI designer than simple translations and adding input method editors for user
interfaces required in China. This also implicates design recommendations regarding the system architecture: The way in which the computer interacts with
the user must be adaptable in such a way that the system can cope with the usage
requirements, which depend as much on the cultural imprint and experience of
the user as on the current situation. Moreover, the necessary variables must be
considered in the design of the system architecture, for example, in the implementation of additional variables (e.g., number of displayed pieces of information or color styles). These results also serve as a basis for the optimization of the
methods and processes of intercultural usability engineering and intercultural
user interface design because they describe the interaction behavior of users
during communication with technical systems depending on the culture of the
user.

5. Conclusion and Outlook
The IUID method-mix represents a hybrid approach integrating several cultural
methods. Based on the method of culture-oriented HCI design (MCD, see [2]),
cultural differences are identified based on cultural dimensions and cultural variables are derived for the project. With this knowledge of cultural differences
and affected aspects of the HCI system, user interface characteristics (see [28])
and HCI dimensions (see [20]) are used to determine and support further hypothesis-driven effects on HCI design. The cultural influence on the HCI design
can be represented by the relationships between the expressions of cultural dimensions and the expressions of the variables relevant for the HCI design [21].
Successful explanatory models can be applied to new examples, use cases or
products and thus empirically verified, which in turn allows predictive design
recommendations. Even if the investigation and consideration of hidden cultural
variables for intercultural HCI design, which relates to culturally shaped interaction and dialogue design based on empirical research, are still ongoing, applying
the IUID method-mix is a sensible approach towards systematic intercultural
user interface design (IUID) using an explanatory model for culturally influenced HCI. Areas such as intercultural usability engineering and intercultural
user interface design can benefit to the extent that the model is further developed and validated because the model is generic enough to be applied to arbitrary cultural groups with arbitrary HCI contexts: Even if the culture (i.e., the
orientation system) of the designated group changes, the model need not be
DOI: 10.4236/jcc.2019.77015
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adapted. Only the new characteristics of the culture of the designated group
must be determined anew (cf. adapting to new values of [32] or other such as
[33] or [64]) and fed as updated input to the values of the cultural dimensions in
the model for culturally-adaptive systems (cf. [25]) without classifying to cultures (cf. the revised principle of CAHMI in [20]). Hence, the ideas presented in
this article represent a reasonable step toward a model of culturally influenced
HCI. For example, the HCI style of different cultural groups can be compared
using the HCI style score, which is computed from the values of cultural dimensions. Using these values, the HCI designer can prognosticate the localization
effort and expenditures. However, even if some evidence and rules could be obtained for the core of the model of culturally influenced HCI, the final analysis of
the intercultural HCI design process and its related cultural differences as well as
recommendations for intercultural HCI design is still outstanding. Nevertheless,
the presented approach constructed on basic physical dimensions has the power
to build the foundation of an general model for intercultural HCI design, which
incorporates many more aspects than merely the relationship between cultural
dimensions and HCI dimensions such as HCI design rules, recommendations,
processes, and methods, which are applicable for cultural contexts in HCI in
general. Along the trend in research on culture and HCI, the author plans to
create a tool presenting the relationship between the cultural and the HCIDs derived from the suggested model and based on the HCI style score. This application can support HCI designers to get an impression of what HCI aspects must
be taken into account when designing user interfaces for another culture and
what efforts it requires to take cultural context into account depending on the
cultural distance between the culture of the HCI designers and the intended end
users described by cultural dimensions. Moreover, the focus of investigating
cultural differences will shift from the national level to a regional level and even
to any other situation to cover all cultural contexts. Methods, models and theories have to be adapted and improved upon in the near future by taking the results from many empirical studies into account to derive and optimize processes
for intercultural HCI design and intercultural usability engineering and thereby
to establish international norms and to develop tools that finally augment the
international standards of research covering arbitrary cultural contexts in HCI.
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